Now I do not seek to persuade you this afternoon that the mechanisms of shame are more vigorously at work at the close of our century than they were in Augustan Rome. These mechanisms can still operate among us in certain circumstances; but a society in which a Dennis Rodman, Dick Morris, and Camille Paglia flourish does not risk being mistaken for a vibrant "shame-culture." Nor do I ask you simply to observe that people's behavior is often at odds with the dominant ethical ideology, something I take to be true everywhere and at all times--not least within the walls of the academy. There is, for example, the recent, notorious case of the biologist David Baltimore: when he was indirectly involved in allegations of scientific fraud, his colleagues quite shamelessly drove him from the presidency of Rockefeller University, before the allegations received a proper hearing (as you know, they have since been found baseless), and despite his colleagues' duty as scholars and citizens to attempt to find the facts before forming a judgment.
[ [4]] Rather, I want to spend some time considering the following question: why was the shame of the Romans not a stronger force? The Romans' notion of shame stayed remarkably uniform through the classical period, and it ostensibly played a much larger role in their ethics than the corresponding notion does in ours; yet this ethical idea had few supports to give it power--why should this have been so? We can turn to this question after we survey the core elements of the Roman notion of shame and some of its implications. To start, let us consider the main vehicles of the ideology, the term pudor and its cognates, which are the counterparts--though certainly not the exact counterparts--of such terms as AI)DW/S in Greek and "shame" in English.
Most fundamentally, pudor is, very much like English "shame," the displeasure someone feels when caught in an unbecoming moment: this is the emotion known in virtually all cultures, for example, if a person is observed defecating. In common experience, the displeasure is most often caused by an error that reveals what one truly and lamentably is in moral terms: a cheat, a coward, a bully, a liar, and so on. The fact or risk of standing revealed before an audience is certainly central to the Roman conception of pudor: sensitivity to the emotion is therefore often spoken of, metaphorically, as a garment, a cloak that conceals the ethically naked self and provides an acceptable social identity.
[ [5]] But a survey of some two thousand places in classical Latin where pudor and its cognates occur suggests the need for a broader and more nuanced definition, which I here suggest: pudor primarily denotes a displeasure with oneself caused by vulnerability to just criticism of a socially diminishing sort. This is the emotion that most closely corresponds to what we mean in English when we say "I feel shame" or "I feel ashamed at having done X." There is also an important extension of this definition: for pudor can also denote an admirable sensitivity to such displeasure, and a desire to avoid behavior that causes it--a disposition, in other words, comparable to what we call "a sense of shame." [[6] ] I want first to consider the four core elements of the primary definition just offered--displeasure with oneself, vulnerability, just criticism, and social loss. All four of these elements are present and interact in the vast majority of instances in which Romans speak of pudor, though their relative importance can of course vary from one instance to the next. We can begin with what is perhaps the most interesting of them, "displeasure with oneself."
We are accustomed to think of shame as outer-directed or other-directed: it is what a person feels when caught, disreputably, in the gaze of someone else. Yet the interiority of pudor, and its crucial link to one's self-conception, are equally striking. Consider, for example, that the single most common way for a Roman to speak of pudor as a motive for behavior is to contrast it with fear, that is, metus or timor.
[ [7] ] In drawing this contrast, a speaker typically has in mind two overlapping oppositions: what is internal as against what is external, and what is spontaneous as against what is compelled. Fear is generated by our circumstances, by some person or thing with coercive power: an enemy in battle, or the law, or an angry parent, or poverty. A close kin of force, fear seeks to shape behavior willy-nilly, though its power to shape may last only so long as it is directly applied. pudor, for its part, is generated from within: in that respect it truly reflects a person's character, the universe of habits and sentiments formed by countless choices made over time. People feel pudor not only because they are seen, or fear being seen, by someone else, but also because they see themselves and know that their present behavior falls short of their past or ideal selves: as one of Terence's repentant youths exclaims, "Oh, how utterly displeased with myself I am, what pudor I feel!" [[8]] These are very much the terms in which the contrast between fear and pudor is famously drawn by Micio in the Adelphoe of Terence, when he justifies his way of raising his son Aeschines (57-59, 69-75). "I believe that it's better," Micio says, to keep children in line through pudor and an open hand (liberalitas) than through fear (metus). . . This is the way I figure it: A person who does his duty only when coerced is afraid only so so long as he thinks he'll be found out; the minute he thinks no one's looking, bang, he's back to his basic nature. But the person joined to you by favor acts sincerely, He's eager to make fair return and is the same before your eyes and behind your back. This is a father's job, to accustom a son to behave rightly Of his own accord, not out of fear of another. Whether or not this approach to child-rearing ever carried the day among the Romans may be debated. The more general point, however, is clear: the basic contrast that shapes this passage--between coercive fear of external sanction on the one hand, and a sense of pudor on the other, associated with an internalized sense of right-doing that prompts spontaneous action--this contrast is deeply ingrained in the patterns of Roman ethical thought.
[ [9]] The internalized spontaneity of pudor has further consequences, implied in the phrase "vulnerability to just criticism." [[10] ] To arouse pudor, criticism must be criticism--not mere correction of error, say, but reprehension, a finding of fault; and the criticism must be seen as just, for otherwise it will arouse anger or indifference, not displeasure with oneself. The criterion of "just criticism" thus links pudor to the notion of personal responsibility: I will feel pudor if I am defeated in battle because I failed to fight bravely, but not if I am ambushed by vastly greater forces--unless I or someone else could justly blame the ambush on my own negligence or stupidity, not just bad luck.
[ [11]] Furthermore, if I can be the source of that criticism, then its expression by another need only be a potential, not an actual, event. This brings us to the idea of vulnerability: for a person with a well-tuned ethical sense did not actually have to experience criticism as something "out there"--"what other people say"--to suffer the pangs of pudor. So, for example, Valerius Maximus tells us how Terentius Varro, who had rashly engaged battle in the disaster at Cannae, was later spontaneously moved by pudor to refuse the office of dictator offered him by the whole senate and people.
[ [12] ] In such a case we find the interiority of pudor most obviously at work: seeing the distance between his circumstances and what he expects of himself, the person open to pudor does not need to wait for others whose opinion he values to criticize the gap.
[ [13]] The person who felt pudor most typically acknowledged the fact in a way that embodied the emotion's spontaneity, with the involuntary act of blushing: as Pliny reminds Trajan in his panegyric, "The more blood in the countenance, the more pudor in the soul." [[14]] Like the distinction between pudor and fear, the alignment of pudor and blushing is everywhere in the literature, part of a clearly delineated physical representation of the emotion: someone in the grip of pudor is marked by a blush, silence, and downcast eyes. This distinctive body-language made a person simultaneously absent and present. Silence and the averted glance signified a momentary withdrawal from social contact, a kind of mini-exile; the blush acted as a beacon drawing the gaze of others, both marking the lapse and attesting a proper response to it. It was disconcerting to find these signals obscured. Domitian's naturally ruddy complexion was resented precisely because he seemed to exploit it as a defense against pudor: people could not tell when he was blushing.
[ [15]] Finally, the displeasure of pudor is associated with failure that brings or threatens some social damage. An academic, for example, could suffer pudor by failing publicly to answer a question in his area of expertise--indeed, a philosopher named Diodorus is said literally to have died of pudor from just that cause; [[16] ] but someone would not suffer pudor by failing to achieve some wholly secret ambition. The displeasure that constitutes pudor arises from within; but the act or state that stirs the displeasure must have consequences in the wider world, and for a person's standing in the eyes of one or more valued observers. To serve as an effective sign, a blush requires an audience.
This audience in the first instance consists of the persons most relevant to the circumstance that causes pudor: a father for a wayward son, say, or the senate for an impoverished senator.
[ [17] ] But the notional audience can quickly expand and become entirely abstract, to include the imagined consensus of all relevant observers: when Quintilian says that he would feel pudor if he dissented from the literary authority of Cicero, the audience for his potential discomfort is surely an imaginary one, comprising all right-thinking admirers of Cicero's authority--including not only Quintilian himself but also, perhaps, an imagined Cicero.
In the dynamics of pudor, the relative importance of internal and external, of self and others, might shift from one circumstance to the next or from one individual temperament to another; but the two poles together give the emotion its essential boundaries. Without the feeling that wells up from within, there is simple coercion and constrained conformity; without reference to the norms of a significant audience, there is mere sincerity and self-regard, solipsism and fragmentation. The simultaneous working of internal and external also gives the emotion its reciprocal character: someone capable of feeling pudor is ipso facto a decent person, deserving from me a certain consideration and respect; and I should feel pudor if I fail to pay that respect.
[ [19]] So much, then, for the constitutive elements of pudor: what are the implications of this emotion? First, pudor is solely human. Though the Romans were as ready as we to endow other creatures with human traits like courage or cunning or malice, only two Latin authors associate pudor with non-human forms of life: the elder Pliny, who speaks of the pudor of elephants (NH 8. 12), responding to the strong social sense that these animals display; and Seneca, whose Theseus alleges that even wild animals abstain from incest because of a pudor inscius, an ignorant or unconcscious pudor (Phaed. 914). The phrase itself is an oxymoron and as such suggests why the Romans did regard pudor as the exclusive preserve of humankind: it arises from consciousness turned upon the self within a social system. Still, not all humans experienced this feeling, nor did all experience it in the same way. [[20] ] Slaves had no sense of pudor at all, perhaps because they were not usually conceived as having an interior ethical life, and certainly because they could not suffer social diminution: in this respect the common phrase pudor ingenuus--the pudor characteristic of the freeborn--is a tautology.
[ [21] ] Among the freeborn, moreover, the poor had only so much pudor as they could afford: as Tiberius is made to say in Tacitus' Annals, where we (he means the senatorial aristocracy) might be motivated by pudor, the poor are constrained by necessity.
[ [22]] Women certainly possessed a capacity for pudor, but it was largely limited to a single frame of reference--the sexual: the pudor of women is, in effect, congruent with their pudicitia, or sexual respectability.
[ [23] ] Notice the narrowing of meaning that occurs as one moves from the one to the other of these closely related terms, from pudor to pudicitia, a narrowing that is paralleled in another pair words, amor and amicitia, related to each other in exactly the same way: that is, pudor yields the adjective pudicus, from which the abstract noun pudicitia derives, precisely as amor yields amicus, from which the abstract noun amicitia derives. The two nouns pudicitia and amicitia uniquely share this pattern of derivation, a philological curiosity that reflects an interesting sociolinguistic phenomenon. In each case the morphological progression narrows and focuses a wide-ranging emotion, concentrating it in a specific form of socially important behavior: as against the great emotional range that amor can denote there is the more limited, institutionalized cluster of feelings, favors, and obligations represented by amicitia. pudicitia, similarly, reduces pudor to the appropriate gender roles of both sexes, emphasizing especially the control of reproduction within the patriarchal social structure.
In each case the product of this transformation is far from simple in itself: no one would suggest that either "friendship" or "sexual respectability" is a simple concept. Nonetheless both represent a considerable simplification compared with the concepts from which they are derived. A person knew the do's and don't's of pudicitia according to who he or she was in broad categorical terms, terms easily generalized according to gender and, for women, marital status: you could not be pudicus, a sexually respectable male, if you did A, B, or C; you could not be pudica, a sexually respectable female, if you did X, Y, or Z. The rules of pudor were by contrast far more numerous, more varied, more situational; and from most of the relevant situations women were regularly excluded.
It follows that the richest sense of pudor belonged to the adult elite male, who had available the widest range of social situations involving the widest range of relations. Bestowing favors and paying debts, conducting friendships and engaging in enmities, giving entertainments and being entertained, speaking in court, arranging a marriage for a daughter or introducing a son to public life: in fact all the conventionally desirable occasions of Roman life were at the same time occasions that could cause pudor. The more various your social relations, the more various the desirable occasions you had; the more numerous these occasions, the more circumstances you faced that might precipitate the thought me pudet, "I am ashamed"; the more exposed you were to pudor, the more embedded in the community you were, the more complete and multi-faceted was your social identity. The risk of pudor was in that respect desirable, even enviable. Yet at the same time the more exposed you were, the greater was the chance that you would falter, for any one of countless reasons. In this respect, we might say that Roman social life was structured precisely as a twofold challenge: on the one hand, to show always that you were a decent sort, capable of feeling pudor--and on the other hand, to behave always in such a way that you did not need to feel it. Thus the pudor of the elite entailed something of a high-wire act: the higher the wire--the more exposed to pudor--the more enviable your position and the more admirable your performance. This high-wire act was closely observed. Since the ideology of pudor is overwhelmingly communitarian in its impulse, tending away from eccentric acts of individual will and toward social harmony, and since the signs of this harmonizing emotion are visible in the blush and posture, a large part of social harmony must rely literally on face-to-face relations. The ideology encourages us constantly to read one another and be attentive to the signs; and so I scan you as you scan me as we both are scanned by others, in what Maud Gleason has called the "forest of eyes" that hemmed in Roman life.
[ [24] ] To a person with an active sense of pudor, all those who constitute his social world are constantly visible, as he is visible to them. Conversely, to be without a sense of pudor is to treat others as if they were simply not there; the most direct response to such shamelessness, shunning, treats the shameless one as if he were invisible in return.
At the same time, the communitarian ideology gets its centripetal force from the energy of the individual conscience: it assumes that much responsibility for social harmony can usefully be located in the individual psyche, especially the tendency for people to be displeased with themselves. According to this ideology, therefore, I have a lot invested in your subjectivity and its healthy working. "non te pudet?" a Roman is apt to exclaim, with much the same point as when someone says, in English, "Aren't you ashamed of yourself?" [[25] ] In both cases the question amounts to a check of the other person's emotions, usually meant to jump-start his or her sluggish ethical reflexes: in Latin as in English, asking "Aren't you ashamed of yourself?" amounts to saying "You ought to be ashamed of yourself." But in Latin, unlike English, it is a person's subjective state that has the last word: Latin almost never uses expressions involving pudor or its cognates that correspond to English expressions such as "I shamed him" or "I put him to shame." [[26] ] pudor, evidently, cannot simply be imposed from the outside: in order to exist it must be felt.
As we have seen, the feeling is thought to be spontaneous and involuntary, a reflex produced by ethical conditioning.
[ [27]] It is unsurprising, then, to find that in action pudor is far more often and more vividly spoken of as reactive than as anticipatory, and so more often as retrospective than prospective: considerations of the type "me pudet ne id faciam"--"I feel pudor lest I do that", that is, at the prospect of doing that--or "si faciam, pudebit"--"I will feel pudor if I do that"--are vanishingly rare.
[ [28] ] pudor is vastly more often a source of remorse or reproof than of counsel and prevention: accordingly, as pudor more commonly gives grounds for praise or blame than for planning, it is invoked more for rhetorical than for prudential purposes. This seems a weakness in pudor, if we agree that crying over spilt milk is not a very effective means of social control. This weakness brings us to the final aspect of the subject I want to consider.
Maintaining sensitivity to pudor in the members of the community entailed some fairly high ideological stakes. Such sensitivity was an important ingredient in the mix of a harmonious society. Insofar as it acted as a brake upon mere self-regard and selfassertion, it would tend to regulate the vigorous competition for prestige and honor among the elite, whose exposure to pudor was the most varied and consequential. More generally, maintenance of pudor would tend to lead almost automatically to the maintenance of the status quo, in which the elite had much invested.
Yet our sources suggest that pudor was a lot like the weather: everyone talked about it, but as for doing something about it . . . well, that was a different matter. There was certainly no lack of shameless behavior--behavior meriting the label impudentia--but there were no generally effective mechanisms to reinforce the appropriate reflexes. Such informal mechanisms as there were seem to have been seldom used: I mean practices like shunning the shameless person by shutting your home to him and thus renouncing your friendship.
[ [29] ] There were formal, public mechanisms as well: a range of delicts falling under the heading "shameful behavior" could lead to the mark of disgrace, the censorial nota, being placed next to a person's name in the citizen rolls; cowardice by a military commander, if it caused defeat (or even, in some circumstances, if it did not), could lead to a charge of maiestas; calumny--knowingly bringing a false charge against another--could result in the letter K (for kalumnia) being tattooed on a man's forehead. But in all these cases the operative word is "could": such mechanisms appear to have been used no more frequently than the informal types of shaming; and in any case, they all had a very high threshold, involving kinds of shameless behavior more gross and public than everyday impudentia.
All in all, it seems symptomatic that Cicero should invoke pudor and impudentia many scores of times in his orations--yet mention them not at all in De officiis: "shame" and "shamelessness" appear as ready rhetorical ammunition against enemies but are dispensable in the most influential work of practical ethics in the history of the West.
[ [30]] There are, to be sure, many instances where Romans are seen responding to pudor's goad. [[31] ] Yet the sources leave one with a pervasive sense that for the Romans pudor did not entail a necessity in quite the same way that AI)DW/S did for the early Greeks. A Greek who violated the demands of AI)DW/S knew that he could expect NE/MESIS in return, a reaction "ranging from shock, contempt, and malice to righteous rage and indignation." [[32] ] It seem non-coincidental that the Romans had no word corresponding to NE/MESIS: the lack suggests that they did not often feel the need to refer to just that cluster of feelings, mobilized for just that purpose.
[ [33]] If pudor was weak in this way, why? Part of the weakness no doubt lay within the individual temperament. We can take it that some people by nature and nurture were (and are) simply shameless: they had what the Romans called on os durum, a "hard face", or even an os ferreum, an "iron face"--they were incapable of blushing.
[ [34] ] But leaving aside the peculiarities of individual makeup, I want to suggest some possible structural reasons for this weakness, having primarily to do with the competition for prestige, honor, and influence among the elite.
First, we can conjecture that sanctions were rare because of the very nature of the highwire act of aristocratic life. A general sense of vulnerability within the elite--an unspoken awareness that one's own balance was as precarious as the next man's--might have created a safety net of tacit complicity: to borrow a metaphor from nuclear strategy, men might have been slow to use the weapons of shame from a fear of mutally assured destruction. Such reluctance would be similar to the dynamics that Nathan Rosenstein has suggested to explain, in part, another seeming paradox of Roman social life: the fact that in an explicitly militarist culture, where success in war was lavishly valued, defeated generals rarely suffered disgrace and were seldom even counted as failures. The dynamics originate not so much in the thought "there but for the grace of God go I" as in the self-protective recognition that recriminations, once begun, could leave oneself scarred and, more important, undermine the public perception of excellence that was the premise of the aristocracy's life.
[ [35]] In the realm of pudor a kind of gentleman's agreement perhaps tended to produce a certain tolerance for ethical failure, a tolerance not unknown to some more modern aristocracies.
Related to this tolerance, and less speculative, is the place of pudor in the play of amicitia. Even if shame could be used against enemies, it was difficult to use it effectively; whereas shame should not be used, or could not easily be used, against friends. If someone was already your inimicus, his lapses were of course a ready target. But even if you hit the target, it would tend not to cause your enemy much pudor directly, precisely because he already was your enemy and so by definition someone who did not think much of your opinion; at the same time, even your best-aimed missiles could be regarded generally as merely conventional abuse, the stuff expected of inimici.
[ [36] ] So the younger Pliny snorts and stomps at the lamentable lack of pudor of his bête noire, the orator Regulus, without, we can presume, much affecting either Regulus himself or his general standing.
[ [37] ] An amicus, by contrast, was someone whose sense of pudor it was in your interest to shield, not only because he was your amicus, bound to you by sentiment and mutual obligation, but because the revelation that a friend was ethically deficient implied that you had misplaced your friendship--and that would be a cause of pudor to yourself: the Roman adage "Reprove friends in private, praise them in public" entailed a healthy measure of self-interest.
[ [38] ] This impulse toward self-protection applied a fortiori to dealings with the members of your own household, whose exposure to pudor implicated you in still more intimate ways.
The strength of pudor was also surely limited by ambivalences in the elite's value system: I can mention only a couple of examples now. One example revolves around the notion of audacia, "boldness." The many passages where Cicero, for instance, attacks his opponents' shamelessness, impudentia, readily convey the impression that audacia was impudentia's even nastier twin, and unambiguously evil: over and over and over again audacia is denounced as the raw expression of individual will trampling on the communal sense.
[ [39] ] It seems the very lifeblood of the shameless--and yet we know that was not true: to be bold, audax, was also a virtue, in fact one of the core components of virtus in its radical sense, the quality of being a real man. [[40] ] The conflict exemplifies the perpetual struggle between self-assertion and submission, dominance and deference, that was at the heart of Roman values. For another example, consider the conflict between pudor and dignitas, personal worth and prestige. To take only a prominent instance: in letter after letter throughout late 50 and early 49 B.C.E. Cicero rails against Caesar's impudentia, his shameless refusal to acknowledge the authority of the senate and demit his province; [[41] ] of course Caesar, for his part, insisted that his actions were prompted, and justified, by the need to defend his own dignitas. [[42] ] From Cicero's point of view, Caesar should have felt pudor because his failure to defer to the senate left him vulnerable to criticism, for audacia among other things. From Caesar's point of view, pudor would have followed if he had deferred: for he would have failed to assert and maintain his own worth and so would have been vulnerable to criticism, for inertia among other things.
Such conflicts were surely always present at Rome, generated by a hierarchical system of social values in which the shameful and the honorable were conceived in terms of precedence and deference. But such conflicts were surely intensified in the last century of the Republic, which witnessed one long contest of dominance and submission among the elite, played out on an ever larger stage for ever higher stakes. The growth to empire would in itself have tended to weaken pudor as an ethical emotion, not only by plunging it into the kind of value-conflict that engaged Cicero and Caesar, but also by undermining the setting in which it had most force. It seems doubtful that an emotion so powerfully and directly tied to visible relations--to my ability, or inability, to look you in the face--could prosper when Rome had grown far beyond a face-to-face community, and beyond ready consensus; in the great city that had become the center of the world, pudor could even be spoken of as rusticus--something for bumpkins, and not "urbane."< sup> [ [43] I am struck that instances of "effective" pudor--cases in which the emotion is held responsible for action--cluster in military contexts, where a close and relatively small community survived, its values clear and unanimous: in such circumstances a commander could use pudor as a rallying cry, and soldiers could rally themselves by the reflex action of shame. [[44] ] A civil society grown more various, splintered, and vastly larger was a less favorable medium for an emotion that required and reinforced close community--the sort of community where, in the words of the anthropologist A. L. Epstein, "there is an opportunity for people to know one another as persons." [[45]] Now you may be thinking: that's all well and good--but what's it to me? I confess that I aim at a protreptic purpose, as these addresses by convention are meant to do, though I quickly add that my purpose is not to urge a return to the Roman concept of pudor: however attractive some features of that emotion are--its reciprocity, the way in which it mediates between the self and external consequences--the specifically Roman form of that emotion would surely be too stifling, and too hierarchically pitched, for us to endure. But reflecting upon pudor, upon the ways it helped to constitute the Roman community and the ways it was weakened, can provide a vantage point for us to reflect upon our own various and sometimes splintered community, and the ways in which it is constituted.
That our studies can provide this sort of vantage point is one of their great values, perhaps the greatest: they allow us to approach ourselves through others, by encouraging us to ponder likeness amid differences and difference amid similarities. And so I turn protreptic by way of conclusion and urge all of us to take the time to do two things, one difficult, one easy. First, I urge each of us to set aside some time to reflect on the values that constitute our community--as they are expressed and implied, for example, in our code of professional ethics--and also to consider the structural forces--of competition and faction, say--that tend to weaken those constitutive values. The brave among us might also ponder how we ourselves, by acts of omission or commission, feed those forces.
My second urging, however, is far less daunting: let us simply take pleasure in the fact that our community is still, for these few days at least, very much a face-to-face community. We are immensely fortunate in this, though we tend to take our good fortune for granted: our meetings are larger than ever, and growing, yet we are still small enough to be able "to know one another as persons," not as mere names or professional masks. So in the reception that follows let us by all means greet old friends--but also congratulate our award-winning teachers and scholars, and simply take the chance to say hello to someone we have never met. That we are able to meet on these terms should be counted an occasion for happiness. To miss an occasion for happiness should surely be counted a shame.
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